Lely Center

Devon & Cornwall

Your robotic milking, feeding and barn products specialists
Chris Cory milks a commercial herd near Hartland, Devon. “Installing robots
stopped me selling the herd and kept me in dairy farming” says Chris.

Bright farming is yours by choice.
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Welcome!
Making a dairy or beef farm sustainable
takes more than just installing robots. At Lely
Center Devon & Cornwall our team of experts
want to help maximise milk production,
reproduction and profitability so we will
spend time with you establishing your goals
and finding solutions to help you future-proof
your operation.
Everyone at Lely Center Devon & Cornwall is
committed to helping you make a successful
move to automated farming, and we have a
range of robotic milking, feeding and barn
products to make this a smooth transition.
We are here to help our customers to achieve
a sustainable, profitable, and enjoyable future
in farming. We are guided by the Lely core
values of Innovation, Passion, Respect, Progress
and Honesty.
Dan Gifford Center Manager

What our customers say…
•	“The Lely Center can’t be faulted, there is always someone there 24 hours a day, and that’s really
reassuring.” - Richard & James Voysey
•	“A fter a lot of research, I installed the robots. For me, visiting farms with the Astronaut
robots in use and seeing the cows so happy whilst coming and going as they pleased, really
clinched it for me.” - Fred Harvey, Lanivet, Cornwall
•	“The aftercare and backup support given by the Lely Center Devon & Cornwall team of
engineers can’t be faulted, I can ring them at 3am, the phone is always answered, and they never
let me down.” - Chris Cory, Hartland, North Devon
•	“The Farm Management Support visits are a vital resource to us as they help to constantly get the
best from the robots and our cows.” - Phil Kitto, Looe, Cornwall
•	“It doesn’t matter on the barn set-up or how old they are, the Lely Discovery 120 Collector can be
programmed for any type of route. This was great for us with our old barns.” - Jeff Harris, Devon
•	“It’s really noticeable how little waste food we now have. The Juno’s regular pushing up means
cows are eating fresh feed all day and what’s left in the morning still looks fresh
and nice quality.” - Matthew Rowe, Cornwall
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“Installing robots stopped me selling the
herd and kept me in dairy farming” says
Chris Cory about his two Lely Astronaut A5
milking robots. “After milking in a parlour for
almost 40 years, I was ready to sell up, but the
robots have made such a difference that I am
continuing to farm, and my children now have
a future in dairy farming.”

Until 12 months ago, Chris, who farms near
Hartland, Devon, was milking his 115 cows
through a conventional parlour but the
decision to move to robotic milking has been a
gamechanger and has enabled his two children
to become even more involved with the farm,
with them intuitively understanding the

Installing robots
stopped me selling
the herd
software and T4C computer program.

The depth of information and insight into each

the cows’ and get other jobs completed.” The robots have enabled Chris

cow has been eye opening for Chris who now

to spend more time with his family and even take time off the farm at

knows things about his cows that he had no idea

weekends, something he wouldn’t have envisaged when miking through

of before, “for example, the system tests the

the parlour.

milk conductivity from each quarter at every
milking and mastitis is picked up at the earliest
stage so I’m able to treat accordingly.” This has
helped with decision making and allowed him to

“The biggest change for me is my lifestyle.
I now have time in the afternoons"

streamline his processes and improve his herd.

“Not being tied to twice a day milking means I have more flexibility in my

He is now looking at growing his herd and is

life. I would never go back to a milking parlour” say Chris who also believes

actively bringing in new stock.

that the work / life balances the robots have brought to the farm will also
be better for his children when they hopefully run the farm in the future.

As well as seeing improvements in cow
behaviour - Chris says the cows are much

The cows are now averaging 3.1 milkings a day and yield has increased

calmer now they aren’t being collected for

by 20% up from 23 to 28 litres per cow. Milk solids over the same period

parlour milking - and improvements in foot

have remained at 4.15% butterfat and 3.24% protein. Somatic Cell Counts

health, the installation of the two A5’s has

(SCC) were an ongoing issue on the farm, monthly monitoring with

brought Chris and his staff greater flexibility to

National Milk Records was not enough to control the SCC. It came to the

the daily routine. “The biggest change for me is

situation that the milk company started to impose penalties because of it.

my lifestyle. I now have time in the afternoons

Immediately after installing the first robot Chris was able to sample every

when I used to be in the parlour, and I am able

milking to get things back under control with the result of consistently

to use this time to look after the health of

receiving the monthly SCC bonus.
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Lely Vector Automatic
Feeding System
Step up your Farm’s efficiency with the Lely Vector
which ensures your herd is fed frequently and with
precision. You can define the exact ingredients to mix
and feed out to different groups of animals, whilst
the robot is programmed to measure feed height to
determine when the ration needs to be supplemented,
so there is never too much or too little feed at the
feed fence. More frequent feeding and feed pushing
stimulates frequent feed consumption throughout both
day and night, resulting in an improved feed intake.
This has a positive effect on animal health, fertility and
production. The Vector also saves you time daily mixing
the ration and feeding so you no longer need a feed
wagon, the tractor is freed up and you save labour time
and diesel.
But don’t just take our word for it; if you would like to
see the Vector in action, we are organising a series of
farm trips to allow you to see the Vector and chat to
the farmers who use them. Contact us for details on
our next Vector Farm trip

Bright farming is yours by choice.

Lely Juno Feed Pusher:
Increasing feed intakes
has never been easier.
This standalone robot automatically moves along the feed fence
following predetermined routes while its rotating lower mechanism
pushes the feed towards it. Increasing feed pushing frequency stimulates
frequent feed consumption, resulting in higher feed intake among
your cows.
Automating the recurring work will also reduce your labour
requirements. You’ll save up to 180 hours a year; in addition, you’ll benefit
from a clean feed alley, day and night, and a reduction in fuel usage
since you no longer need the tractor to push feed. “It’s really noticeable
how little waste food we now have. The Juno’s regular pushing up means
cows are eating fresh feed all day and what’s left in the morning still
looks fresh and nice quality” (Matthew Rowe, Cornwall)
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Lely Discovery 120 Collector:

A huge labour
saving achieved

Jeff Harris

There has been a noticeable reduction in digital dermatitis throughout the herd since installing the
Lely Discovery 120 Collector robot says Jeff Harris, and he is seeing cleaner cows in general with
udders being so much cleaner, milking times in his parlour have reduced as he is not needing to clean
the cows so thoroughly pre milking.
Jeff, who works on his family farm near Crediton in Devon

feature. The Collector is also far more versatile than

has a dairy herd of 120 cows and has seen a difference not

a chain scraper as it can go around corners sucking up

just in the health of his cows since purchasing the Lely

slurry as it goes.”

Discovery 120 Collector, but also a significant reduction in
manual labour hours and costs.
“A huge labour saving has been the most noticeable
difference for me especially in the height of winter when all

“The design and installation was really
easy with the project coordinator and
good follow-up calls after installation"

the cows are housed inside. I used to scrape out for 1.5 hours
a day in the past, so we are now saving 10.5 hours a week (or

A positive from the installation is that his sheds, which

one whole day a week of time). Also, the Collector is cheaper

were put up in the 1970s, didn’t have to be altered at all to

to run than a tractor.” Jeff believes that the Lely Discovery

accommodate the Collector. “It doesn’t matter on the barn

120 Collector makes decisions regarding when to turn cows

set-up or how old they are, the Collector can be programmed

out much easier, as decisions aren’t being ruled by the

for any type of route. There just needs to be an area to dump

limitations of the scrapers not being able to keep the sheds

the slurry. This was great for us with our old barns.” Jeff

clean; he can now turn out when it is right for cows and fields

also complimented the ease of installation, “the design and

as he knows that the Collector will keep on top of the work

installation was really easy with the project coordinator and

for however long is needed.

good follow-up calls with the Engineer after installation. I
haven’t had any problems which can’t be fixed using the app,

Using the Lely Control App, Jeff was able to confirm that the

but it’s really good to know that an engineer is always at the

Collector had cleaned his barns 37 times in the previous 24-

end of the phone if needed.”

hour period whilst following nine different predetermined
routes. Jeff finds the Collector very user friendly and

Jeff finds the maintenance of the Collector very simple.

especially likes how it connects to his phone giving him data

Approximately every 10 days he will clean the ultrasound

insights into where it has cleaned and flagging any issues

sensors and if the Collector has an issue the type of beep it

straight away.

admits, which differs from its normal ‘working beep’, will
notify him.

“The fact that the route can be programmed so that in
sections of the barns which don’t need to be sprayed with

“All-in-all, this is a very clever piece of kit and has made

water, this function can be paused until you get to a section

keeping the barns and cows clean a lot easier for us on the

of the barn which does need spraying, is a really clever

farm” concludes Mr Harris.
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Lely Astronaut A5 robots:

The best thing
we ever did by
a million miles

Janice and Phil Kitto

Janice and Phil Kitto’s three Lely Astronaut A5 robots, installed in December 2018, are in Janice’s
words, “the best thing we ever did by a million miles, they have just improved our lives so much”.
Since installing the A5’s the herd of 180 pedigree

data and insight into individual cows Janice and Phil

Holsteins are producing 2,000 more litres going

now have has been invaluable at pre-empting issues.

from an average of 8,700 litres to 10,500 litres with

Janice especially likes the health reports which flag

3.1 / 3.2 average visits to the robots, a yield increase

any problems early and Phil finds the rumination

of almost 20%.

report something he and sons Harvey and Rowan
use frequently as it gives a good indication of how a

“Whilst the robots haven’t altered our morning

freshly calved cow is doing.

routines, they have given us so much more time and
flexibility in the afternoons. Rather than milking for

With feed being the most expensive product on the

over 7 hours a day in our old parlour, we can now

farm, Phil is grateful to the proactive approach from

go off farm for a few hours if we wish. Before, as we

the Lely Center’s Farm Management Support (FMS)

milked quite early at 3pm, it seemed that no sooner

team. Since the team suggested switching on the feed

had we had lunch, milking time was soon upon us

optimiser module in T4C, the robots are now using

again.” Janice explains.

150 kilos less cake a day saving £1300 / 4.5 tonne of
cake a month. Additionally, the data generated has

Initially the Kitto’s decided to install one Astronaut

been invaluable, “All the data we could ever need is

A5 robot, which would have meant continuing to

on the computer, generated from the robot, each

use the old parlour alongside the milking robot, but

time FMS visit or call, a few tweaks to the setting

then a government grant came out at just the right

generates more reports and valuable information;

time allowing the family to invest in 3 robots, the

the FMS visits really are valuable time spent as

number required for their herd size, allowing them to

they help make our record keeping so much easier”

completely shut the old parlour.

explains Phil.

Pre-installation, Phil was concerned that his old

With a £1000 a month reduction in
labour costs, the robots using less
electricity, a £1300 feed reduction and
the increase in milk yield, the robots
are more than paying for themselves.

1968 shed wouldn’t be suitable for the robots, but the
Project Co-ordinator’s design ensured that a simple
modification to the existing set-up - by adding a leanto to the side of the barn to house two of the three
robots, with the 3rd robot in a separate barn with the
heifers - minimised any building works required.

“The robots are great, the time saving and flexibility
they have given to us, let alone the financial benefits,

Alongside the higher yield and lifestyle improvements

are considerable. This is a decision I am very glad we

the robots have brought to the farm, the depth of

made.” Says Janice.
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The decision to automate milking was made
for the family by the fact that the conventional
parlour was 35 years old. Richard tells me that
the family needed to do something; either replace
the parlour or get out of dairy. They choose
robotic milking due to the positive word of mouth
testimonials and feedback from other dairy
farmers throughout Devon and Cornwall. James
and Richard felt reassured that other farmers
liked the robots and after numerous visits to
farms to see the robots in action, the brothers
James & Richard Voysey

Producing and
selling more
milk with
fewer cows

liked what they saw, especially how calm the cows
were and how they choose when to be milked
which they felt was a more natural way to work
with cows.
“The robots have not only taken the pressure off
myself and my brother Richard”, says James,
“but their installation helped make the decision
to retire an easier one for our Dad. He knew that
despite us being a man-down we wouldn’t be
under pressure when he retired. The robots have
taken the extra strain and introduced a level of
flexibility into our days”.

“It is important to us to see our cows outside grazing and displaying

The robots have also taken the pressure off the

their natural behaviours. The Lely Grazeway has given us the

cows, Richard adds, “they are no longer standing

flexibility to combine robotic milking on two Lely Astronaut A5 robots

in the collecting yard for two and a half hours

with grazing for six months of the year. Whilst outside grazing, the

twice a day. The cows are doing more useful

herd is averaging up to 34 litres from 2.5 milkings per day; pre-robots

things - eating, ruminating and making milk.

we would average around 25 litres..”
James & Richard Voysey, who farm 330 acres (mostly rented) at Colcombe
Abbey Farm in East Devon recently invested in two Lely A5 milking robots
and a Grazeway cow box system for their 109-cow herd allowing the cows

We are actually producing and
selling more milk with fewer
cows now that the robots are up
and running.”

the freedom to choose when to be milked and when to go out to graze.
Whilst James doesn’t think their working day
The grazing system is divided into AB grazing blocks; the cows have access

has altered significantly, the brothers now start

to a fresh block of grass twice daily and there is the option of a buffer feed

a little later and can finish earlier if needed.

at the feed fence that goes hand in hand with the A5 robots which were

“The real plus is the degree of flexibility the

installed in 2019.

robots have given to our daily schedule as we
don’t have to break away from a job or interrupt

“We like the fact that the cows choose for themselves if or when they want

something to go in for milking. We were able to do

to go out to pasture. The cows like it too, the fact that they choose to go

the slurrying uninterrupted recently which was

outside to graze even in heavy rain speaks for itself really.” Says Richard

very helpful and meant we finished earlier than

with James adding “Given the choice, we would definitely install the

in previous years freeing us up to do other jobs

Grazeway again. The cows are much calmer now with the combination of

later in the day”. Both Richard and James think

the robots and the Grazeway; it’s about training the cows to do what we

the support and advice from Lely Center Devon &

want them to do by offering the correct amount of grass. We divide the

Cornwall is brilliant. From the FMS team, through

grazing area (31 acres) into two, A&B (night and day), with 14 paddocks in

to the backup support from the engineering

each so they have a fresh paddock for day and night each day.”

team; Richard and James say the Lely Center

The brothers are producing and selling more milk with fewer cows with

can’t be faulted. As Richard says, “there is

visits to the robots averaging 3.1 during the housed winter period and 2.5

always someone there 24 hours a day, and that’s

now that they are grazing.

really reassuring.”
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Lely Center Devon & Cornwall
Unit 1-4

Opening Hours

Woodcock Park, Shadrick Way

Monday – Friday 08.00 – 17.00

Holsworthy Ind. Est.

Saturday 08.00 – 12:00

Devon, EX22 6FH

24/7 On-Call Service

Main oﬃce

Honiton Hub

RocheHub

01409 254413
Follow us on
Unit 2

Social Media

Alliance Court, Heathpark Industrial Estate,

@LelyGroup

Honiton, Devon, EX14 1YL

@LelyGroup

01404 515599

@Lely_DC

info@hol.lelycenter.com
lely.com/gb/centers/devon-and-cornwall/

The information given in this publication is provided for information purposes only and does not constitute an offer for sale. Certain products may not be available
in individual countries and products supplied may differ from those illustrated. No part of this publication may be copied or published by means of printing,
photocopying, microfilm or any other process whatsoever without prior permission in writing by Lely Holding B.V. Although the contents of this publication
have been compiled with the greatest possible care, Lely cannot accept liability for any damage that might arise from errors or omissions in this publication.
For more information on the right on exclusive use please refer to our trademark notice on www.lely.com. Copyright © 2021 Lely Holding B.V.. All rights reserved.
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